·The Spring Bay Community Boat
Shed
Day Sheet Monday 21st January 2019
Welcome

and many thanks

to any and all who are willing to be a part of what is The SBCBS 2019 and
beyond.

Members and Friends,
To quote from last week's daysheet"Wooden boats can be the source of great delight; they also create unique, continuous logistical and maintenance
'issues' which are, to say the least, extremely character building. Our voyage provides us with both the issues
and the delight." This certainly proved true in recent days.
Since last week we have undertaken a change in our AWBF presentation and the simultaneously enjoyed outstanding
recognition from loyal supporters. Due to unforseen time concerns Una will be replaced by our putt-putt launch Meg
for the AWBF, thereby relieving immediate pressures whilst continuing the on-going requirements of Project Una at a
more conservative pace.
With just 18 days until the Australian Wooden Boat Festival we are concentrating on displaying Meg as a work-inprogress and looking forward to a most enjoyable festival. Thank you Lesley and family for donating marvellous Meg.
It is indeed delighful to have the opportunity of sharing Meg with the AWBF participants and visitors.
Yesterday was another successful Village Market. The SBCBS had many interested visitors including members of the
Ibbott family who were pleased to see Peter's handiwork on display. Thanks to Dorothy's prize donation we conducted
a meat tray raffle, the proceeds of which will help to "keep the lights on". Congrarulations to our prize winner Keith
Mann.
With major projects in-hand and in-prospect, fund raising will be a very necessary activity for us this year and into the
future. It is another delight that we have significant vessels worthy of refurbishment and restoration in our care.

Pictures L to R: Views of our inboard putt-putt clinker launch 'Meg'. We have the Wing motor too!
Agenda for Today 21101119:
10:30 Meet at Boat Shed. Lunch BYO.
Workshop: boatshed display ideas; funding/support opportunities; Ongoing 'Una' project preparation & further
requirements - trailer progress and planning; Calendar January- February. Visit Barton Boathouse in afternoon?
Next Boatshed Monday 28thJanuary 10:30
MEMBERSHIP FOR SBCBSIERDO FOR2018-19 IS $25.
Calendar
Australian Wooden Boat Festival 8TH -11 TH FEBRUARY 2019
Please remember if you don't know - ask a coordinator - David or Pat.
If we don't hear from you, agreement is assumed.

David 0400 432 331 ;e-mail: jigsawinvolvements@.vahoo.com.

